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Abstract: The subject of algorithm and programming is one of
the important knowledge that need to be mastered by students in
computer science. To learn it, students are required to have
several skills, such as logic, critical thinking, problem solving, etc.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to design and build
multimedia applications to support critical thinking, called
computational stories, on studying basic programming with a
problem-posing model approach by involving cases in everyday
life. In this application, students are given some cases in the form
of code with the C programming language. Then, students are
asked to arrange a correct story line from the choices available.
From this research experiment, the results show that this
multimedia can improve critical thinking based on comparison of
pre-test and post-test results with an average of 32.9 to 72.47. With
an average gain value of 0.58 included in the medium category.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the development of the computer science curriculum
today there is one fundamental scientific discipline that must
be mastered, namely algorithms and programming. An
algorithm is a sequence of logical steps in problem solving
that are arranged systematically. For some students studying
Basic Programming subjects is not something easy. This is
because these subjects require students to think critically,
logically, structurally, and systematically. To help students
understand the concepts of algorithms and programming,
several studies have been conducted with various teaching
strategies. For example, the use of cyberblog based intelligent
tutoring systems to improve capabilities in the field of
algorithms [1]. Blended learning for the teaching of
algorithms for undergraduate students is done by Papadakis
[2]. Animation can also be used in teaching algorithms so
students easily understand [3]. Other strategies on teaching
algorithm and programming can be found in [4, 5, 6, 7], which
is by developing many algorithms that can be applied in
general cases.
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Algorithm learning and programming are also closely
related to concepts in Computational Thinking. This concept
is the basis of computer science with intellectual abilities
consisting of algorithmic thinking, pattern recognition,
abstraction, and decomposition [8]. The teaching model with
the concept of computational thinking is aligned with the
needs of students' 21st century digital skill development. The
application of a combination of Computational Thinking and
media & information literacy can be found in [9], where this
study offers 7 ideas, namely creativity, abstraction, data and
information, algorithm, programming, internet, and global
impact. Moreover, this study also illustrates one tool that has
the ability of 7 aspects, namely scratch. This tool is made for
students who are just learning programming through videos,
stories, music, simulations, interactive art, or games [10].
Some other examples of research to improve students'
abilities in algorithms and programming specifically by
involving the concept of computational thinking can be found
in [11, 12, 13].
This research aims to develop learning media by
considering the concept of Computational Thinking to teach
algorithm and programming. In this learning media,
problem-based learning [14] is applied through coding
translation strategies and story problems. In principle,
students are given a problem which is a piece of coding in the
C Programming Language and also given a choice of answers
which are pieces of the story line. So students are asked to
arrange story problems from the available choices so that the
storyline accurately describes the case and the solution
interpreted in the coding in the problem. With this strategy,
students are required to think critically what cases or stories
that fit the solution that is the code in the given problem.
Problem posing, which is the strategy used in this study, is
a way for students to formulate a problem together when
looking for a solution [15]. This posing problem is widely
implemented in teaching in the fields of mathematics [16-20],
biology [21] and computer science [22]. In the use of problem
posing in programming, problem posing is illustrated as a
programming paradigm that combines all types of
programming. In this concept, it not only separates the
proposed solution from the code implementation, but also
stores the problem in code explicitly, so. A program consists
of a collection of problems, not just a collection of solutions
without problems.
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II. THE MODEL OF LEARNING MEDIA BASED ON
COMPUTATIONAL STORY
In designing the learning media model, we use the
translational method of the problem in the form of coding
which is a solution into a story line that is the answer to the
question. In other words, in this translation model each
answer consists of pieces of the story and the problem is a
program code that has been provided in the media. In this
model students are required to be able to understand
programming problems by not trying to do coding in a
computer then compiling the code. Students are required to
think like a computer. The coding translation model for this
story is based on components that we have determined
beforehand, according to the topic of the case, material in
programming, and the type of questions as shown in Figure 1.
It can be seen that there are two aspects considered in building
a question as follows: themes on programming (e.g., data
types, array, variables, operators, logic, branch, filtering, and
looping) and cases (e.g., calculating min, max, mean, sorting,
etc.). On the answer side, we consider two types of QA (i.e.,
filling in the blank and choosing and arranging the story) and
several levels of correctness, such fully correct answer, a bug
answer, and wrong answer.

with problems; (iii) gather and compile information needed to
solve problems; (iv) get to know assumptions and values that
are not stated; (v) use appropriate, clear, and specific
language in discussing a problem or a matter that is received;
(vi) evaluate and assess facts, and statements; and (vii) look at
the logical relationship between problems with the answers
given.
Moreover, some aspects in computational thinking of
students also are evaluated, such as capability to decompose
the problem, recognize the pattern, and think algorithmic. To
arrange this learning media content, several stages need to be
carried out as follows: firstly, we need to construct a piece of
code to be a question. The code should comply with the theme
of programming and cases. Then, we need to arrange a
complete story to be the correct answer. After that, we need to
modify the story to be options of answers that provides
several levels of correctness. In this case, accuracy of story
should be taken into account. The following is an example of
question and answer on the computational story:
Question: “Mr. Jono is a mathematics teacher. He wants to
know who the highest grade in Class 2A is. This problem can
be solved by the following code in Fig 3. Tell us how Mr.
Jono solve his problem as indicated by the piece of code.

Fig 1. The model to construct question and answer with
computational story
All aspects of Fig 1 are arranged in the user interface as in
Fig 2. It can be seen that the question contains a short
command and a piece of code in C while the answer part
consisting of options and boxes of answers.

Fig 2. Mockup of graphical user interface
Then, in order to response a question, students need to have
the following capabilities of critical thinking as follows: (i)
recognize the problem; (ii) find ways that can be used to deal
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Fig 3. The piece of code to solve the problem.
Options of answer:
a. Mr. Jono looked at his absence book to see the number of
students in class X.
b. After that, Mr. Jono began to see the value of students in
his class. Mr. Jono made value 1 as the reference value to
become the first biggest value.
c. After that, Mr. Jono began to see the value of students in
his class. The first value is made as the biggest value first
by Mr. Jono.
d. After that, Mr. Jono began to see the value of students in
his class. Mr. Jono took the first value as the smallest
value
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e. After that, Mr. Jono compared the first grade with the next
grade on the list of scores repeatedly as many students as
there were in the class. If the first value is greater than the
next value, the largest value is still the first value and if the
first value is smaller than the next value, the largest value
is the next value.
f. After that Mr. Jono compared the value of 1 with the next
value in the list of scores repeatedly as many as the
number of students in the class. If the first value is greater
than the next value, the largest value is still the first value
and if the first value is smaller than the next value, the
largest value is the next value.
g. After that, Mr. Jono compared the first grade with the next
grade on the list of scores repeatedly as many students as
there were in the class. If the first value is greater than the
next value, the largest value is still the first value and if the
first value is smaller than the next value, the smallest value
is the next value.
The answer:
 Fully correct answer: a, c, e
 Correct but it is not suitable to the context: a, c, g
 A bug answer: a, b, f







III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
There are several steps in the experimental design. The first
stage starts with making questions that will be used in the
experiment. The questions made include pretest questions,
posttest questions, and media problems. Then after the stages
of making questions are finished, the next step is to validate
the questions by experts. Validated questions will be checked
whether the questions are in accordance with the indicators
made. Then after the problem is validated, the next step is to
determine the population and sample that will be used. The
population and sample used were students majoring in
Software Engineering at The school of BPPI Baleendah,
Bandung. The next step is to start the experiment by
introducing research to be done on the selected sample. After
students understand the purpose of this study, then a pretest is
conducted to find out the student's initial knowledge. After the
pretest, the next step is to experiment with learning media.



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Retrieval of students' understanding data is by doing
pre-test and post-test consisting of several multiple choice
questions. Students will be grouped into upper, middle, and
lower groups. The results of this class grouping can be based
on pre-test scores. As for the explanation of the grouping as
follows. Based on the pre-test scores it was found that:
 Average: 32.9
 Standard deviation: 7.29
From these data it can be concluded the group boundaries
are:
 Upper group limit: 32.9 + 7.29 = 40.19
 Lower group limit: 32.9 - 7.29 = 25.61
Then the class division of 31 participants was as follows:
 The upper group, all students who had a pre-test score
greater than 40.19 were 2 people.
 Middle group, all students who have pre-test scores with a
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range of 25.61 - 40.19 are 26 people.
The lower group, all students who have a pre-test score
below 25.61 with 3 people.
Moreover, we perform some analysis to obtain information
regarding students’ critical thinking. The following is
some analysis on some students:
Student 1: This student is able to understand the problem
well. This is indicated by the user directly choosing the
correct answer and in the context given. Based on existing
indicators, students are able to recognize problems, find
ways that can be used to deal with problems, gather and
compile information needed to solve problems, recognize
assumptions and values that are not stated, use the right
story arrangement in discussing a problem or thing that is
received, evaluates and evaluates facts, observes a logical
relationship between the problems with the answers given,
and draws conclusions or opinions about the issue or
problem being discussed.
Student 2: The student does not understand the question
well, the answer chosen is still wrong. Based on existing
indicators, students are able to recognize problems, find
ways that can be used to deal with problems, gather and
compile information needed to solve problems, recognize
assumptions and values that are not stated, evaluate and
assess facts, and attract conclusions or opinions about the
issue or issue being discussed. However, students do not
arrange their stories correctly so they answer incorrectly
because students are not careful and cannot arrange their
stories correctly.
Student 3: The student is able to understand the problem
well. This is indicated by the user directly choosing the
correct answer and in the context given. Based on existing
indicators, students are able to recognize problems, find
ways that can be used to deal with problems, gather and
compile information needed to solve problems, recognize
assumptions and values that are not stated, use the right
story arrangement in discussing a problem or thing that is
received, evaluates and evaluates facts, observes a logical
relationship between the problems with the answers given,
and draws conclusions or opinions about the issue or
problem being discussed.
Student 3: Students does not understand the problem well,
the answer chosen is still wrong. Based on existing
indicators, students are able to recognize problems, find
ways that can be used to deal with problems, gather and
compile information needed to solve problems, recognize
assumptions and values that are not stated, evaluate and
assess facts, and attract conclusions or opinions about the
issue or issue being discussed. However, students do not
arrange their stories correctly so they answer incorrectly
because students are not careful and cannot arrange their
stories correctly.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of experimental discussions about
computational stories in the learning media of algorithms and
programming to support critical thinking,
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some
conclusions
can
be
drawn,
including the following:
1. The learning media with the Computational Story model
has been completed using the five stages of the waterfall
software development method.
2. The development of learning multimedia is a follow-up
study that has been done before. In the previous research,
the model used in developing multimedia was a
computational story model from story to coding, while this
research was the opposite of previous research, namely the
translational model from coding to story.
This computational Story learning media can also improve
students' abilities that can be measured by increasing pre-test
and post-test scores. The average pre-test score obtained by
students was 32.9, and the average post-test score was 72.47.
The increase has an average gain of 0.58 and falls into the
medium category.
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